Modern Foreign
Languages
Curriculum

Year 3

Year 4

Greetings: hello, goodbye, how are you?

Numbers up to 100 and introduce words

Year 5
To recite the 5 times tables in Spanish

Answer the register, introduce yourself for simple calculations.
Classroom instructions: stand, sit , look,

To ask and give a birthday date and to

Year 6
To revise the weather and sentences
about the weather. Express preferences

Read and translate Jack and the Bean

Revise colours and focus on flags

silence repeat, listen, silence. Manners: wish somebody a happy birthday. Sing

Stalk. Translate using prior knowledge

describing colours. Focus on adjectival

please and thank you, not at all

and noticing word similarities. Produce agreement.

happy birthday in Spanish.

a puppet show or drama. Focus on
pronunciation and remembering Spanish
text.
To Learn the vocabulary related to food.

Name classroom objects.

To know the names of pets. To say

Write a recipe or give instructions on

Learn vocabulary for laces and towns.

plurals of animals

how to make a sandwich. Focus on the

Give opinions about them. Pay attention

verbs. Make a video demonstrating how

to forming plural nouns and use 'mucho'

to make a sandwich (rehearsal of

and 'Hay' (lots of and there is/are)

sentences)
Numbers: 0 to 20

To be able to express preferences about
animals.

Cultural: Learn about Spanish Christmas Cultural: a Spanish Christmas

To say where they live and to ask others To learn phrases related to time.

Use a dictionary to look up unknown

where they live.

words.

To say their age and to ask others their

Spellings: Revisit the alphabet. Spell

age.

words which they have already come

To learn language related to sport.

Cultural: Look at fiestas in Spain.
Listen to Spanish speakers describe the

across. Focus also on pronunciation of

festivals. Match questions to answers.

double letters.
To describe their nationality and where

To ask and tell the time. To play what

Write and say sentences about sport

they live.

time is it Mr Elephant.

linked to previous knowledge. When
does Juan play hockey? Do you like
swimming?

Numbers to 50

To understand and say the days of the
week.
To say todays date.
To describe the weather.

To learn parts of the body. Memorise

Describe different sport. Listen to

Reasearch different holiday

and present a short spoken text e.g. a

Spanish speakers talk about activities.

destinations in Spain. Learn about

song or finger rhyme.

Use the words 'tiene', 'es, and 'hay'

Spanish money. How to ask how much

expressing preferences

something is in a shop.

To describe a daily routine.

To name the seasons.

To read a Spanish story La Bella

Revise the weather and seasons. Link

Write postcards home. Link to weather,

Durmiente. Children to use their

sentences about the weather and the

seasons, towns, food, family and

knowledge to decode and interpret as

seasons

preferences.

much as possible.
To know the alphabet and to be able to

To learn the story vocabulary for La

Describe what is happening on the

write down letters andwords as they are Bella Durmeinte

beach. Learn related beach vocabulary.

spelt out.

Link to colours, 'the sea is blue.' Create
sentences linked to the weather.

To name colours and to describe a scene Perform the story of Sleeping Beauty.
or objects.
To express likes and dislikes in

Learn prepositions. Describe the beach

reference to colours.

scene where objects are.

To introduce members of the family.

To know directional words and phrases

Cultural: To research a Spanish fiesta

To learn transport vocabulary

Revise numbers to 100

(tomato or the running of the bulls) and

Listen to Spanish speakers. Make a
Spanish meal. Compare Spain to the Uk.

to learn about Spanish food.
Grammar: To be able to identify rhyming To describe a journey: e.g. How did you

Learn vocabulary related to music. Use

words from a short written text. T

dictionaries to look up unknown words.

get to school?

oknow how to form plural of nouns.

Express opinions using 'porque'.
Build sentences using previous
knowledge eg days of the week , travel
and places.

